Technology Newsletter

Choosing Portable
Technology
Greetings!
Each month, we try to cover topics that affect your
business. In many of our clients, we are part of their
strategic team and assist them in addressing business
issues while utilizing technology.
BYOD continues to be a hot topic and a subset of that is
always what devices
should we be using. The
bottom line is...it depends.
I've put together a couple
of viewpoints in this
newsletter for you to
consider and to assist you
in thinking about how you
now use portable
technology and how you
would use it in the future.
Then, let's have a discussion about what is best for you!

5 Reasons the Surface
Pro 4 is a Fit For The
Enterprise
By Sarah K. White, CIO Magazine

Many manufacturers
have been vying for the
title, " best enterprise
hybrid tablet" since the
release of the Apple
iPad Pro and Samsung
TabPro S. However,
none have managed to
live up to the Surface Pro 4, which was quickly hailed as
one of the fastest adopted enterprise tablets soon after its
release, and it recently surpassed the Apple iPad Pro for
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Buying a Laptop
Buying a laptop is a task you
will probably do often in your
life. You may need one for
work and must operate within
some corporate requirements
for manufacturer or budgets, or
purchase one for personal use
or as a gift for a family
member. It is important to
have a good approach to
selecting and buying a laptop
to get the most value out of it.
We cover some important
aspects of this here.
First, it's not so much the cost
of the laptop, mostly these
have become commodity
items and they all look the
same while sitting on the shelf.
It's the experience you have
after you open it up and use it.
The difference of a few
hundred dollars will soon be

sales in the U.K.

forgotten if it is a great
performer.

It's popularity is no accident Microsoft has spent years
tirelessly improving its hybrid offerings, and that work has
resulted in an ideal hybrid enterprise device. Microsoft's
Surface Pro 4 has a lot going for it in the corporate world,
and it and become a great option for any IT department
looking to transition to a hybrid tablet device. If you're
thinking of getting a Surface Pro 4 for business, here are
the top five features of the Surface Pro 4. Read More

FREE ASSESSMENT

The first thing you should
consider is this is a device
you will spend a lot of time
using. And sometimes we
forget this is a "PC", which
means "personal computer".
This means you are the
primary and usually sole user
of the laptop, and it needs to
work for you personally, and
your lifestyle.... Read More

Not really sure how secure
your data is? You've heard
all the talk, but really are not
sure where to begin? We
are willing to help you with
that first step.
Every client is as different as their needs. We do not offer
a "one solution fits all". We want to discuss your
future business goals and your current needs. We want to
assist you in getting on the right technology roadmap for
your company.
For the next 30 days, we are offering this assessment to
you for free. We have a limited number of time slots
available, so please don't wait. SECURE your spot now!

Named 'Keystone' after the stone within an arch that holds
the structure together, we're founded on the principle that
it's our job to serve as the glue that holds critical business
processes and support mechanisms in place, securing
reliable, effective results.
I would enjoy the opportunity to discuss your IT business
needs and how we might be able to assist your company!
Gene Whaley
Business Development
genew@keystonecorp.com
330.631.5344
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We understand the critical role
that our service desk team
has in the success of your IT
initiatives. With that
understanding, we have
identified
inherent and
natural
talents that
are critical
within our
engineers to
be a part of the team. And we
utilize the "Strengths Finder"
digital assessment to test for
those strengths!
Today, meet Scott Roberts.
His strengths are Strategic,
Achiever, Ideation, Futuristic,
and Individualization. Scott
has been with Keystone for
over 3 years now and is
assigned to the service desk
team. Read More

